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SUBJECT

The subject of the present paper is the survey jointly carried out in 1989 by the IPSN

Safety Analysis Department and the firm BERTIN & Co. on significant incidents

related to the Controbloc system equipping the EDF 1300 MWe PWR power plants

in France. This survey consisted in a general review of Controbloc operating

problems, together with analysis of the safety consequences of the incidents

discussed. The survey enabled improvements to be recommended in this respect and

provided a basis for safety analysis.

1. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL IN
1300 MWe PWR UNITS

1.1 General

In a 1300 MWe PWR, the instrumentation and control system comprises the

equipment enabling plant unit operation in all normal and accident situation

configurations, with provision for reactor control and plant surveillance. It covers the

entire network by means of which:

- certain parameters are held within predetermined limits

- systems are started or stopped, either automatically or via the operator

- abnormal conditions are detected and, if necessary, emergency shutdown and

safeguard procedures implemented

- it may be checked that equipment is operating in the specified range

- on-line data on equipment condition is made available.

These regulation, protection and control functions ar each assured by a series of

automatic control systems presented in Figure 1. In the 1300 MWe PWR units, the

automatic protection and control systems are SPIN, which is a digital integrated

protection system, and Controbloc.



\2 Function of Controbloc

Controbloc was designed to comply with instrumentation and control requirements in

nuclear power plants. Its function is to ensure the logic processing of discrete data

supplied by all unit systems, in place of the former conventional electromechanical

relays, and to implement startup and shutdown of plant equipment and ensure plant

safety. Controbloc implements startup or shutdown operations in compliance with an

operator order or an automatic control sequence.

1.3 Design features of Controbloc

*** Controbloc design has to satisfy certain requirements with regard to:

- operating safety:

. reliability: breakdowns in accordance with a predetermined failure rate (less ,

than one breakdown, lasting less than one hour per year and per rack)

. security: no spurious orders due to internal failures

. availability: order transmitted despite internal failure

- high data processing capacity

^ / - ease of implementation and utilization:

1
. easy programming, accessible to non-initiated operators

^ - . adaptability, allowing for extension of data base provisions

. maintainability for easy failure location

. testability: tests possible on separate elements of an item of equipment

- higher in-service quality than that obtained with conventional relays.

A dual structure architecture was selected, as shown in Figure 2. Each

programmable micro-electronic structure is self-testing and permanently monitored

by a logic unit. With this design, the objectives listed above can be met, notably

those implying maintenance of a high security level for the generation of output

signal sequences and definitions of a system for the detection and localization of

internal defects. ;
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The system operates as follows:

- 2/2 operation: under normal operating conditions, both structures are

operational. Output signal status is only modified when both structures formulate

identical decisions

- 1/1 operation: under exceptional operating conditions, with one structure

unavailable, output signal status is only modified by a decision from the

operational structure.

1.4 Automatic control organization in a 1300 MWe PWR unit

For each nuclear unit, automatic control processing is performed in two rack units,
train A and train B. Control of safety related equipment is generally redundant in
both trains. Non-safety related equipment signals are processed on channel A.

Certain Controbloc racks contribute to the elaboration of automatic protection and

safeguard orders. The functions concerned are:

- control board switchover

- switchover to diesels of emergency - supplied switchboards with associated

actuator load shedding and local restoration

- diesel startup, together with main associated auxiliaries

- processing of the automatic opening order for isolation valves associated with the

accumulators under certain conditions

- processing of the automatic closure orders for the containment spray valves under

certain conditions

- control of ancillary systems: CI closed cooling system (CCS), essential service

water system (ESWS), in the event of safety injection (SIS) or containment

spraying (CSS)

- processing of SPIN indications and relaying of certain data between SPIN and

other systems, notably manual inhibition orders for safety injection signals

- periodic functional testing of actuators (test T3).



2. INCIDENTANALYSIS
2.1 Introduction

The purpose of the analysis was to review the Controbloc related safety problems

evidenced during 1300 MWe PWR operation between 1982 and 1989. This review

provided an opportunity for the recommendation of improvements and a basis for

Controbloc safety analyses. The review is grounded on in-depth analysis of the

significant incident reports available at the IPSN, recounting a Controbloc failure,

and on the various IPSN investigations already carried out on this subject.

The principle adopted consists in considering the Controbloc as a black box, having
specific functions with respect to control and to plant unit safety actions, and
enabling investigation of failures to fulfill these functions. For present purposes, the
incidents are classified in categories according to functional consequences.

22 Incident classification

Generally speaking, actuator control system design must comply with certain safety

requirements which may be summarized as follows:

- in an incident or accident situation, avoid any irregularity in protection or

%' safeguard action sequencing
x - under normal operating conditions, avoid implementation of automatic protection

or safeguard actions (justified or spurious) or of emergency manual actions.

Controbloc incidents were classified on the basis of these rules.

1. Impeded action: non-implementation of a safety or safeguard system or loss of

a safety function.

This category comprises incidents where a safety function and/or a safeguard

action was not or would not have been assured. In certain cases, the action was

not formally impeded because it was not requested. However, these incidents

do correspond to failures to response on the part of the Controbloc safety

function and, as such, are included in the impeded action category.
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2. Justified action: abnormal variation of a parameter requiring the justified
implementation of a safety or safeguard system or an emergency manual action.

This category covers incidents arising from spurious orders from Controbloc

racks unrelated to protection system control but which have nevertheless

resulted in a significant transient requiring the justified implementation of a

safeguard system in response to the abnormal variation of certain parameters

featuring in the safeguard system trip logic. It consequently corresponds to a

sound reaction on the part of the Controbloc racks controlling safety systems.

For the sake of completeness, this category also includes incidents involving

loss of a Controbloc function, with request for emergency manual action.

3. Spurious actions: inadvertent implementation of a safety-related system.

Incidents in this category arise from spurious Controbloc orders directly

transmitted to safeguard system actuators.

From the safety standpoint, the categories defined correspond to a certain

graduation. First category incidents are of major concern since they affect the safety

of the entire installation. Second category incidents relate to the operation of

Controbloc and all or part of the plant unit. Third category incidents relate only to

the operation of equipment directly connected with Controbloc.

With regard to Controbloc operation, the different categories of incidents may arise

from the same type of equipment failures, such as the issue of spurious orders. It is

for this reason that the incident classification used in the present survey should not

be confused with that used in EDF operating reports where Controbloc incidents and

events are classified according to their direct impact on the equipment:

untransmitted orders, spurious orders, non-sustained orders, etc., whereas for present

purposes the incidents are classified according to their safety consequences.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Overall end-results

A preliminary review of the incidents prompts the following observations:



TABLEI
Incident breakdown per current unit activity

Incidents during or following servicing

Incidents during testing

Unit without tests nor servicing

25
17

7

This gives a total of 42 incidents out of 49 (86%) which took place during an
operation involving Controbloc. In the other cases, the units were power-operating
and two of these incidents are classified in category 1 (impeded action): one
concerns the non-signalling of a fault in the control room, which is of no major
concern, and the other is related to loss of an SI train following pump operation with
suction valves closed, which has fairly serious safety implications.

From the above, it may be concluded that Controbloc is fairly safe under normal

conditions but that there are certain incident hazards in the event of maintenance

and repair work.

TABLE II

Incident breakdown per unit operating stage

Incidents during unit startup tests

Incidents during outages

Incidents during power operation

11

22

16

The different types of shutdown are not differentiated. 33 incidents (startup +

shutdown) out of 49 (67%) are thus observed where the plant was not power

operating, whereas this only represents an operating time of about 30%. This high

proportion is due to the fact that these operating stages involve numerous tests or

tag-outs, placing equipment in unaccustomed configurations.



2.32 Impeded actions

Nineteen incidents gave rise to impeded actions relating to protection system
implementation or to loss of a safety function. It should be noted that, with one
exception, none of these incidents jeopardized plant safety.

The different incidents and their functional consequences are as follows:

- total loss of the CI closed cooling system (CCS) leading to loss of spent fuel pit
cooling

- non-startup of diesels, leading to total loss of power to the emergency-supplied
switchboard

- \oss of an SI train causing a drop in SIS accumulator level or unavailability of SIS
pump manual control, requiring a local repair job

- alarm loss, preventing fast accurate operator diagnosis

- non-tripping of a heater in the safeguard equipment room ventilation system

- non-startup of a chemical and volume control system (CVCS) pump.

The impeded actions analyzed highlighted problems related to the causes, namely

spurious orders, and to the operating consequences.

a) Unit operating consequences

This category of incidents raises the problem of Controbloc availability, with respect

to which the Controbloc design criteria should be borne in mind:

- loss of a rack shall not cause unit unavailability and shall under no circumstances

jeopardize nuclear safety

- implementation of all normal operating actions shall consequently remain

possible, even in the event of routine incidents.

A review of the types of incident listed for the present survey shows that certain

failures have had consequences which were not envisaged at the Controbloc design

stage and where the unit protection functions of the system were not assured, notably

in the event of loss of equipment surveillance or protection functions, resulting in

component deterioration or outage.



Most of the impeded actions and safety function losses were observed during startup

tests or unit outages. They may consequently be considered as less significant, owing

to the unaccustomed configurations involved. This is notably the case for the total

loss of CCS incidents, which took place in particularly safe circumstances, since the

core had been unloaded, and had no safety impact. The loss of an SI train incident,

on the other hand, is a subject of greater concern, since it could have had serious

consequences in certain post-accident situations, especially during the long term

stage of a LOCA type accident.

Certain human error failures recorded drew attention to the function of the

Controbloc racks which relay data to the coupling breaker and unavailability of

which would preclude preventive diesel startup in the event of unsuccessful load

rejection.

Alarm loss is not generally considered as a significant incident nor as a safety-related

event. However, the survey showed that certain alarms are important and their

availability has to be guaranteed in the event of an incident to keep the control room

informed and enable the relevant event sequence to be reconstituted.

b. Failure causes

The survey showed that loss of safety function incidents due to spurious orders are

the main material causes of the most serious Controbloc failures with respect to plant

unit protection. It notably highlighted the risk of Controbloc operating on one

structure whereas the power supply to the other was interrupted. It was evidenced in

addition that, during such incidents, the operator had no valid response to

Controbloc malfunction.

2 J 3 Justified actions

These are incidents involving implementation of safeguard actions after logic

processing by Controbloc of the status of diffeunt plant unit parameters featuring

abnormal variations. The analysis shows that these actions are mainly due to:

- spurious orders from Controbloc to various actuators

- control function losses not considered as safety-related.
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These incidents give rise to the justified implementation of a protection action or an
emergency manual action. The most frequency safeguard actions are as follows:

- diesel startup and coupling

- source switchover

- reactor trip

- turbine trip

- startup of a turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump (SG)

- startup of safety injection system pumps

- startup of containment spray system pumps

- diesei trip

- opening of a pressure relief valve.

The justified safeguard action orders analyzed highlight two main points, one related

to causes concerned with servicing and the other to causes concerner1 with

Controbloc's safety function.

a) Controbloc servicing operations

Table I shows that in most cases Controbloc servicing or testing operations were

proceeding when the incident took place, with most of the failures due to material

causes.

Incidents occurring during servicing call into question Controbloc maintainability and

could have a harmful effect in the long term on operator behavior with respect to

Controbloc especially when maintenance work on the system is necessary. Such

attitudes can even involve envisaging inhibition of diesel startup for maintenance

work which could give rise to issue of spurious orders. Despite the complexity of the

rack maintenance mounting panels, due to the Controbloc design architecture, it has

nevertheless to be admitted that there is no particular danger involved in re-

energizing a rack, providing maintenance rules have been respected.

However, upon completion of the survey, the IPSN recommended that operator

training levels and the ergonomics of the maintenance mounting panels should be

improved and that measures aimed at inhibiting a safeguard action during

maintenance work should be prohibited.
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b) Controbloc safety features

An incident consequence of this type of incident has been discussed above. It is

related to operator attitudes with regard to Controbloc maintenance work. Incident

analysis has also evidenced that Controbloc operation under upset conditions had

direct safety consequences:

- outage of safeguard equipment for reconfiguration following incidents

- implementation of safety actions, notably source switchover, in unforeseen

situations

- emergency manual actions required by unit condition.

This category of incidents thus highlights the links existing in a unit between the
safety-related systems and the others and the dangers of disregarding these links
during Controbloc maintenance work.

2-3.4 Spurious actions

Most of the spurious orders here considered concern non-justified implementation of

safety actions.

Certain incidents, which are here included for the sake of completeness, have already

been discussed in the context of the other categories. These cases concern spurious

orders to actuators resulting either in loss of a safety function or in the justified

implementation of safety or safeguard actions.

The main functional consequences of the spurious orders examined were as follows:

- diesel startup

- onset of a fire

- loss of SI

- increased SG conductivity

- secondary system pollution

- total loss of CCS

- reactor trip

4
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- opening of a pressurizer or relief valve
- startup of an auxiliary feedwater supply (SG) turbine-driven pump
- automatic primary water boration.

a) Remarks

The survey showed that these incidents had various causes, which included both

human failures (errors, insufficient acquaintance with the equipment used) and

material failures (interfacing, 1/1 degraded mode operation). The spurious orders

involved were found to be of different types and to affect all Controbloc-controlled

systems. The different types of orders concern:

-~ - safeguard system actuation

- safety actions

- release of tolerated options.

b) Operating impact

Spurious Controbloc orders implementing safeguard systems raises the problem of

safety with respect to the racks used for protection system signal relaying. Certain

spurious orders tripping safeguard actions have in fact placed the units in situations

where safety criteria limits were reached or where safeguard equipment was

^ v unavailable.

1
Further to such incidents, the operators took certain measures at the units

^ concerned. These consisted in ordering equipment outage for repair of the rack

concerned or overhaul and repair of the affected safeguard equipment and for

modification of the relevant maintenance and requalification procedures. In addition

to this, in 1989 the EDF central services undertook in-depth studies aimed at better

understanding and remedying the equipment failures responsible for spurious orders.

Complementary functional analyses on spurious orders performed during these

studies are presented below. They have provided a basis for safety analysis, which

could lead to optimization of Controbloc efficiency.

It has moreover been suggested that if explanations cannot be found as to why the

equipment issues spurious orders, a rack by rack examination would be envisaged to
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determine the impact of these phenomena on safety systems. A survey of this type

would enable existing safeguards to be reinforced and could provide data for a

document presenting the consequences of various actions to the operator, thus

enabling him to take the appropriate preventive measures, especially during long-

term accident stages.

2.3.5 Complementary safety analyses on spurious orders

a) Sequential TC test spurious orders

Incidents have indicated that safeguard systems can be implemented by T3 spurious

orders issued by Controbloc. For sequential T3 tests, as soon as the required test

conditions are established, Contrcbloc sends the test order to the protection system

without control room validation. This confirms that in the event of a Controbloc

failure, a sequential T3 test could be validated and a safeguard system

implementation order sent to the SPIN. An important feature of this phenomenon is

that these orders override normal control room orders, which means that they can

only be inhibited at safeguard actuator control ruction level.

In the light of these findings, an in-depth analysis was performed to determine the

unit safety hazards occasioned by these spurious orders. This analysis was based on

examination of all T3 test protection logic diagrams for 1300 MWe PWR unit A and

B trains.

This type of spurious order dispatches safeguard orders to one or several actuators.

The analysis revealed that the functional sequences concerned raising possible safety

problems are as follows:

- startup of two SI pumps for the same train, with opening of the no-flow valve on

the chemical and volume control system tank feedline for the corresponding train

- startup of a containment spray system pump

- startup of an auxiliary feedwater supply motor-driven pump

- startup of an auxiliary feedwater supply turbine-driven pump and isolation of

blowdown valve on one SG

- transmission of load-shedding-load restoration signals.
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It is concluded that the spurious signals associated with certain T3 tests could raise

safety problems. In order to provide against these hazards, the IPSN proposed that

test signals be validated by the switchover to test configuration (test polarity sent only

when the test is performed).

b) Spurious orders with loss of a rack

Incident analysis has raised the prob lem of the safety impact of spurious order
transmission to an actuator with simultaneous loss of the rack controlling the
associated safeguards. The following two examples were examined during the
analysis.

~~ In the first case, it was observed that the rack processing opening orders for coupling
breakers or switchboard incoming breakers also processes orders by means of which
this apparatus can be effectively or preventively emergency-supplied. Consequently,
if a rack becomes unavailable but sends a spurious opening order to the switchboard
incoming breaker , it will no longer be able to send an order safeguarding the
equipment fed from this switchboard.

The second case analyzed concerns the control of pressurizer relief valves and shutoff
valves (solenoids). These valves are series-mounted in pairs. T h e relief valves have
pressure relief and protection functions and the shutoff valves a re used to isolate the

V^v pressurizer should the relief valves remain blocked open. Below 135 bar, the relief
x valve is closed and the shutoff valve is forced open by the solenoid. A dangerous

situation could be created by transmission of a spurious opening order to the relief
valve, without it being possible to close the shutoff valve. This could lead to a non-
isolatable pr imary break if the pressure were below 135 bar . For all units, the pairs
of valves a re controlled by the same racks.

In both of these cases, diversification of the racks processing the two types of order
would mitigate the consequences of spurious orders with loss of a rack.

J
\
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3. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS OF THE SURVEY

a) Lessons learned

Controbloc was designed to replace the conventional relaying used in nuclear power
plant instrumentation and control. Its main design quality target is to prevent all
deviations in protection and safeguard action sequencing. In order to satisfy this
requirement, its architecture is based on two redundant self-testing structures
designed for 2/2 operation monitored by an independent unit. Unit safety is also
guaranteed by instrumentation and control redundancy for all safety related
functions.

Results confirm Controbloc reliability, indicating that considering the failure rates
observed, no major operating problems were involved. The analysis nevertheless
highlighted the following problems in relation to the Controbloc quality target.

- Controbloc safety

The survey revealed that the Controbloc failures observed could have significant
implications for plant safety, notably in cases involving failure of racks controlling
safety-related systems or cases where racks send spurious orders and are then
unavailable for protection order relaying.

• Controbloc availability

Several incidents were observed where the main safety and control functions of
the system were not assured. These incidents are mainly due to a large number of
spurious orders, no design allowances for which had been made, with the result
that their functional consequences had not been analyzed beforehand.

- Controbloc maintainability

In the light of the incidents examined, it is observed that rack servicing is
consistently the delicate part of maintenance operations and that most of the
incidents occur during these maintenance periods. Moreover, there is evidence
that operators frequently implement corrective measures, without specific
instructions and sometimes contrary to safety requirements.
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b) Recommendations

One of the most frequency material causes of spurious orders is related to the

problem of operation on a single structure of racks controlling safeguard systems.

The switchover logic between structures makes the system error prone in this respect.

Upon completion of the survey, the IPSN made the following recommendations:

- switchover logic should be reviewed and corrective action implemented if

necessary

- diversification of racks controlling certain systems could restrict the consequences

of spurious orders

- a safeguard procedure should be defined with respect to spurious orders liable to

disrupt safety-related functions under post-accident conditions

- inhibition of safeguard system startup orders during maintenance work, notably on

racks controlling diesel startup, shall be forbidden.

The IPSN reached the general conclusion that provisions should be made to reduce

the probability of spurious orders, since this phenomenon could prove dangerous in

an accident situation and particularly during the long-term stage of a LOCA accident.
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FIGUREl

1. 1300 MWe PWR instrumentation and control structure

2. Control room

3. Screens

4. Alarm windows

5. Alarm screens

6. Lamps

7. Turn-push-light switch

8. Safeguard action orders

9. Level 1 - automatic control systems

10. Automatic data processing

11. Automatic analog control system

12. Automatic logic control system

13. Automatic safeguard control system

14. Level 0 • actuators

15. Control valves

16. Air-operated valves

17. Actuator sections

18. Reactor trip breaker

19. Safeguard actuator sections

20. Transducers

21. Sensors

22. Sensing switch

23. Protection system sensors and sensing switches



FIGURE 2

1. Fault localization unit (housekeeping)

2,3 Control logic unit

4,7 Fault detection mechanisms

5,6 Automatic control processing unit

8 Plant equipment hookup unit

9 Inputs

10 Outputs
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